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Since middle of 1990s,some kinds of writing that difference from other women 
writing, which have made great influence, caught people’s eyes. They were called as 
“Alternative”, which is an opacity denomination. This blurring has no good to women 
and women writing. Throw light on it is not only important to build women culture, 
and also literature study. This paper works at analyzing and discussing this 
Phenomenon. There are seven parts in thesis. The Preface establishes relevant 
definition and confines, then recount outcome of predecessor’s study, expound my 
research direction and methodology. The first chapter analyzes the circumstance in 
which the so-called “Alternative” Women Writing being. The second chapter clear up 
the course of denomination of this women writing, and analyzes a series of earmarks. 
The third chapter aim for tendency of current study, try for an equity space through 
point out misconstrues that existed in current study. The forth chapter measures target 
with Feminism. The fifth chapter chooses three sorts of “Alternative” Women Writing 
stand for other to discuss. Emphasis theirs difference footing and especial writing way 
of the works, especially face to man culture and man ideology. The last part iterates 
the importance of “Alternative” Women Writing study, opposing to judge like mark 
something, and which have no distinguishes. It deems “Alternative” Women Writing 
hold forth some diversity and probability, and this is a very important contribution at 
present. This paper to go by principles of deconstruction and purpose of construction, 
with a gesture of probing, tries for a more rational and correct attitude to regard this 
phenomenon. 
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